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Program Overview

The EDGE sales program consist of three specific experiences:

EDGE | Foundational Experience

EDGE | Product Experience

EDGE | Sales Experience

The delivery methods, time frames, and interactivity in the program are focused in a way that adults learn. Research 

has shown that being able to apply information in the real world, and get timely feedback, is vital to the adult learner.

The EDGE Experience consists of a variety of learning activities combining online learning with classroom learning, 

individual and group assignments, reading, conversation, writing, and practice and presentations.  Whether it’s 

an interactive feature, virtual instructor-led session, learning guide task, classroom session, or podcast — each is 

targeted to one of four learning levels, building proficiency with each progressive level and type.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE  | PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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LEARNING LEVELS

Awareness: You know the subject exists but have no understanding. You need to learn more. (For example, 

you’ve heard of a product name, but you don’t know any more than that).

 — Self-Study: Job aids, workbooks, on-demand videos and audio broadcasts.

Knowledge: You are book smart. You know a lot about a subject, but you haven’t used the knowledge in a 

practical application. (For example, you’ve read all about a product, but you’ve never presented it.) 

 — Interactive Online Modules: Web-based learning module incorporating a variety of interactivity, videos and 

audio clips with associated assignments available for 24/7 access.

 — Webinar: Web conference targeted to a large audience, typically one-way from the speaker to the audience 

with limited audience interaction.

Understanding: You know about the subject and can use it in a practical application. You may still need to 

reference documents for details, but basically, you get it. (For example, you’ve not only studied the product, but 

you can present it and respond to a client’s questions).

 — Instructor-Led Virtual Class: Live, interactive small group classes conducted over the Internet. These sessions 

are conducted by a knowledge leader with everyone taking part in a 100% interactive discussion. Between 

sessions, action steps are assigned to support learn-by-doing opportunities.

 — Instructor-Led Classroom: On-site, in-person classroom experience. Limited size of 15-20 assures maximum 

collaboration and participation. Classroom sessions includes a combination of role play, coaching and 

interaction with topical knowledge leaders and subject matter experts.

Skill: You are “unconsciously competent.” You know the subject inside and out and can discuss it as an expert.   

(For example, you are the one who is called when a very important presentation must be made. You know all 

about the product and make a strong presentation because you’ve done it many times before.)

 — Real World: Application of learnings in real-life and real time, followed by timely coaching.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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EDGE – Learning Objectives

After completing the work and exercises contained within this Learning Guide, participants will:

1. Build a solid foundation of Steelcase knowledge relative to its history, mission, value proposition, products,  

and strategies.

2. Discover and effectively utilize informational resources available through a variety of sources.

3. Prepare the skill development and application of Steelcase knowledge demonstrated through the planning  

for and execution of effective conversation and dialog with customers.

4. Confidently advance to the next level of the program.

TIP: Calculate the amount of time needed to complete the online modules and plan accordingly.  

Pace yourself. Take concise notes - good notes will serve you well in responding to several questions 

within this workbook.

Watch for these visual cues throughout the learning guide. These icons indicate specific information or directions 

to follow. The manager and buddy icons indicate that you should work with them for those specific assignments 

or tasks. The Steelcase | U and Goosechase icons indicate that you need to complete those specific assignments 

using those platforms.

Manager Buddy Steelcase | U Goosechase App

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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is meant to orient a new sales hire to Steelcase, 

including the culture, the people, and the 

tools/resources to help us win in the marketplace. 

You will complete this part of the curriculum in 

your region. After completing the Foundational 

Experience, you will have a strong awareness of 

sales at Steelcase and in our industry, including 

how to add value in your role.

is designed to give a new sales hire an introduction 

to Steelcase’s products and applications and an 

opportunity to apply the foundational knowledge. 

The experience is divided into two parts: field work 

(in your region) and an experience in Grand Rapids.

EDGE | FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE EDGE | PRODUCT EXPERIENCE

An introduction to Steelcase’s brands, categories, 

products, partners, and how our portfolio helps 

to solve for client issues and needs.

FIELD WORK

An opportunity to apply what you’ve learned in the 

foundational experience and field work through real-world 

simulations, including coaching and feedback from subject 

matter experts.

GRAND RAPIDS EXPERIENCE

is designed to give a new sales hire more Steelcase information such as pricing, sales 

techniques, additional internal capabilities, and how to curate a client experience and 

build relationships. With the Sales Experience, you will have a great understanding on 

how to talk about Steelcase and what we have to offer a client.  The experience is 

divided into two parts: field work (in your region) and an experience in Grand Rapids.

EDGE | SALES EXPERIENCE

Coursework you do in your region with interactive sessions designed 

to enhance your learning experience. The topics covered in this learning 

guide will help enhance your ability to meet client needs as you learn 

more about how to serve our clients. Topics include pricing, sales 

strategy, client research, and more.

FIELD WORK

An opportunity to apply what you've learned in both the Foundational

and Product experiences as well as the fieldwork through real-world 

simulations, including coaching and feedback from subject matter experts.

GRAND RAPIDS EXPERIENCE

Journey Map
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The Learning Guide

1. Use this learning guide to capture your notes, answers, thoughts, impressions, ideas, questions,  

and any other related information. This learning guide will be a valuable reference tool for you  

beyond this program.

2. This first experience, EDGE | Foundational Experience is self-paced. The amount of time required  

to complete the learning guide will be based upon the amount of other activities within your day.  

To advance to the next phase – EDGE | Product Experience – you will be required to complete the 

tasks outlined in this guide.

3. Prior to beginning the work required in this guide, meet with your manager to review this program,  

the learning guide, and the numerous assignments that you will be responsible for completing.

4. Work with your manager to identify a buddy within your region to assist you in learning and 

networking. Your buddy has received their own guide to assist them in identifying suggestions  

to enrich your learning experience while in this program.

5. Some of the assignments referenced within this guide can be accessed via the Steelcase | U  

web portal: steelcaseu.com

6. Good luck! We’re here to help. Contact Karly Thomas with any questions:

Karly Thomas 

+1 616 805 9598 

kthomas1@steelcase.com

 — Go to Steelcase | U: steelcaseu.com

 — From the Home Page, click on the “Edge: Foundational” learning plan to begin. From 

there, complete the courses and their learning assets as listed in this guide, along with 

the corresponding assignments for each.

 — For any questions pertaining to Steelcase U, please visit the Help Center located on the 

home page.

TIP: Take concise notes - good notes will serve you well in responding to several questions within 

this workbook.

YOU MUST SEND THIS COMPLETED LEARNING GUIDE IN TO THE STEELCASE LEARNING  

GROUP FOR REVIEW PRIOR TO ATTENDING THE PRODUCT EXPERIENCE IN GRAND RAPIDS

This learning guide will serve as a tool through the many topics to be covered in the program.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | GETTING STARTED
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Your Buddy

As part of this program, we want to be sure you are supported with what you need to be successful. While 

everyone on your sales team can help, you will have an assigned “buddy” who will work closely with you during 

this experience. They are here to support you, so reach out to them with any questions you might have.

A few points:

 — Your leader should assign your buddy. If you do not yet know who this is, please follow-up with them.

 — Be proactive. Your buddy will be scheduling time to meet with you, but feel free to reach out to do the same. 

 — Your buddy will help make introductions and organize experiences for you to shadow.

 — Spend time observing. One of the best things you can do is to shadow your buddy at various points, 

particularly if they are in a similar role. 

TO DO CHECKLIST

During your initial meetings, work with your buddy on the following:

Orientation of Surface Pro 

Orientation / Tour of the Space

Office Protocols

Walk through the “Cohort Challenge”

Help you network and meet people from your team

Set up opportunities for you to shadow colleagues

Provide you with office best practices

Reserve rooms and spaces for meetings

Set up your workspace with supplies

Set up email on your phone

Resource Links 

Orientation to Spark

Orientation to Village

Orientation to Salesforce

Orientation to Concur

Orientation to Steelcase | U

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | GETTING STARTED
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Your Plan

Completing the EDGE program is no small undertaking. Plan ahead!  Use this outline to help identify the tasks 

ahead of you and identify a timeline for completion.

1. Date: __________________ Receive the Foundational Learning Guide 

2. Target Date: _____________ Read, review, and complete the Cohort Challenge

3. Target Date: _____________ Initial Learning Guide progress check with manager and buddy 

4. Assignments to Complete:

5. Target Date: _____________ Complete Foundational Learning Guide

6. Target Date: _____________ Send in completed Foundational Learning Guide to Steelcase Learning Group

7. Target Date: _____________ Schedule/attend EDGE | Product Experience

8. Target Date: _____________ Schedule/attend EDGE | Sales Experience

 

Estimated time required to complete all assignments, exercises, online modules, etc. is 1 to 2 weeks

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | GETTING STARTED

Our Story (10 min)

Core Values (10 min)

5 Principles to Act (20 min)

Steelcase Through Time (30 min)

Steelcase Value Proposition (15 min)

Corporate Strategy (30 min)

Becoming a Trusted Advisor (20 min)

Introduction to the Challenger Sale (20 min) 

Our Sales Ecosystem (30 min)

Your Sales Team (60 min)

Steelcase Internal Capabilities (30 min)

Steelcase Dealers (10 min)

Introduction to Architecture & Design (20 min)

Introduction to Real Estate (10 min)

Dealers and Influencers: A Day in The Life (20 min)

Customer Scenario (60 min)
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Online Resources

Several web-based resources exist that house a vast amount of Steelcase information. Learning and becoming 

familiar with these sites, both in terms of content provided and the navigation structure of each, will assist in 

developing your Steelcase knowledge. Knowing where to find answers will always be a key component to your 

success.

In this section of the guide, we will explore the following online resources:

Steelcase.com

Spark

Village

Steelcase | U

Salesforce

CONCUR

Competitive Engine

TO DO CHECKLIST

Read through the following pages focusing on each site. 

Log on to the sites as directed.

Explore the sites for information and navigational format.

Complete the exercises and answer the questions in the following pages as directed.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE  | ONLINE STEELCASE RESOURCES
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Steelcase.com

URL: www.steelcase.com

This is a public site – username and password NOT REQUIRED

Steelcase.com is a public site that serves as a comprehensive resource for those seeking information on a wide 

variety of Steelcase topics ranging from product to research, case studies, marketing collateral, selling tools and 

much, much more.

Take some time to explore the site. Using the navigational options available, wander the site to discover the variety 

of information available.

List a minimum of three observations that will be valuable to you in your role:

ABOUT THE SITE

1.

2.

3.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE  | ONLINE STEELCASE RESOURCES
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YOUR ASSIGNMENT:

1. Log on to Steelcase.com.

2. Find, select, and explore the sections pictured below and respond to the questions in the space provided. 

What’s found in this section?

Explain the value this information will serve in your role.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE  | ONLINE STEELCASE RESOURCES



URL: www.steelcaseu.com

Steelcase | U

Steelcase | U is a secure online training resource offering Steelcase employees 

and dealers access to a variety of training opportunities with the convenience 

of tracking their progress. The remainder of your foundational curriculum will 

occur here. 

This is a secured site – username and password is REQUIRED
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Follow along in this guide, and complete the corresponding activities for each course as laid out in 

the following pages.

Scroll down and complete the following courses:

To begin this portion of your learning, log on to the platform and click on the  “Edge: Foundational Experience ” 

learning plan. 

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | STEELCASE | U

Our Story (10 min)

Core Values (10 min)

5 Principles to Act (20 min)

Steelcase Through Time (30 min)

Steelcase Value Proposition (15 min)

Corporate Strategy (30 min)

Becoming a Trusted Advisor (20 min)

Introduction to the Challenger Sale (20 min) 

Our Sales Ecosystem (30 min)

Your Sales Team (60 min)

Steelcase Internal Capabilities (30 min)

Steelcase Dealers (10 min)

Introduction to Architecture & Design (20 min)

Introduction to Real Estate (10 min)

Dealers and Influencers: A Day in The Life (20 min)

Customer Scenario (60 min)
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5 Principles to Act

Our core values continue to remain at the center of everything we do. However, the complexity of our business is 

continuously increasing. Therefore, we created the 5 Principles to Act to help guide and evolve our culture so that 

we can be ready for the future.

By completing this lesson, you will be able to list activities that can help you embody the 5 Principles to Act in 

order to move our organization forward in this evolving and complex business environment.

MOVING OUR CULTURE FORWARD

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | WHO WE ARE. HOW WE WIN.
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Complete 5 Principles To Act (5 min)

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

List the 5 Principles to Act: 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Each principle references behaviors that we aspire to see in every employee as our way of working together, 

leading from where you are, and understanding our business. As a new employee, how can you see yourself 

incorporating the core values and the 5 Principles to Act in your first few weeks at Steelcase?

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | WHO WE ARE. HOW WE WIN.
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Work with your buddy to connect with WPCs in your region. Talk with them to better understand the key 

A&D firms in your market.  Write the key highlights from your conversations below.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | INTRODUCTION TO SALES
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Introduction to Real Estate

The Real Estate community plays an important role in the contract furniture industry. Increasingly, Real Estate 

firms are becoming essential to the success of our sales opportunities. Many firms work directly with our 

clients and are key decision makers when it comes to selecting Steelcase (or competitor) as a partner. It is 

important that ALL of us better understand Real Estate firms: what they care about and challenges they face, 

so that we can provide them with most value and position ourselves as a trusted partner (and ultimately, the 

best choice) to serve them and their clients.  

By completing this lesson, you will be able to understand the role that Real Estate firms play and how to best 

work with them throughout a client’s buying process.  

KEY PARTNERS IN OUR INDUSTRY

Complete Introduction to Real Estate (15 min.)

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

What do Real Estate firms do?

Why are Real Estate firms an important part of our sales ecosystem?  

What are key challenges/constraints project managers and brokers often face?

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | INTRODUCTION TO SALES
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Work with your buddy to connect with WPCs in your region. Talk with them to better understand the key 

Real Estate firms in your market.  Write the key highlights from your conversations below.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | INTRODUCTION TO SALES
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Dealers and Influencers: A Day in the Life 

Those working in dealers, A&D firms, and real estate firms often have different goals, priorities, and 

constraints than we do. It is important that understand and have empathy for the work they do, so 

that we can add the most value to them and become trusted partners.

KEY PARTNERS IN OUR INDUSTRY

Complete Dealers and Influencers: A Day in the Life (20 min)

YOUR ASSIGNMENT

For each of the following individuals (and based on the scenarios), summarize 2 types of choices (and 

the pros/cons) that each is often faced with on a daily basis.  

Dealer Salesperson

1.

2.

Designer

1.

2.

Project Manager

1.

2.

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | INTRODUCTION TO SALES
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Industry Terminology | Acronyms

Use the list below to define terminology and acronyms used and referenced throughout your training materials, 

reading, online modules, etc.

INDUSTRY TERMS

A&D

ADA

AFT

ANSI

ASID

B2B

B2C

BIFMA

C2C

CAT 5

CEO

CEU

CFO

CIO

CSA

CSI

C Suite

CTO

ECAT

EEO

Ergonomics

FSC

FTE

GSA

IBD

IDSA

IFMA

Architecture and Design

Americans with Disability Act

Architecture, Furniture, Technology

American National Standards Institute

American Society of Interior Designers

Business to Business

Business to Customer

Business & Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association

Cradle to Cradle

Category 5 Cabling

Chief Executive Officer

Continuing Education Unit

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Information Officer or Chief Innovation Officer

Canadian Standards Association

Construction Specification Institute

Reference to the executive level

Chief Technology Officer

Electronic Catalog

Equal Employment Opportunity

The science and study of human factors as it relates to product design

Forestry Stewardship Council

Full Time Employee

General Services Administration (US Government)

Institute of Business Designers

Industrial Designers Society of America

International Facility Management Association

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | APPENDIX
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STEELCASE TERMS

AI

ACK

ARC

APAC

BOL

BOM

CAD

CDA

COL

COM

COV

CRM

CPP

CPU

DBM

DLVY

DPP

E&I

EE

EMEA

EOS

ESD

FOE

FS

GAM

GCC

HPL

H&S

HSE

LCM

LINC

Architectural Interiors

Acknowledgement

Applied Research Consultant

Steelcase Asia Pacific

Bill of Lading

Bill of Material

Computer Aided Design

Competitive Discount Authorization

Customer’s Own Leather

Customer’s Own Material

Customer’s Own Vinyl

Customer Relationship Management

Customer Purchase Price

Central Processing Unit

Dealer Business Manager

Delivery

Dealer Purchase Price

Educational and Institutional

Elective Elements (Product)

Steelcase Europe, Middle East, Africa

Evidence of Success

Electrostatic Discharge

First Order Entry

First Ship

Global Account Manager

Global Client Collaboration

High Pressure Laminate

Health & Safety

Health and Safety Engineer

Lifecycle Management

Learning & Innovation Center

FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENCE | APPENDIX
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